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SUMMARY 
As a direct outgrowth of a study of the decomposition structure of finite sequential 
machines, an extended decomposition theory of finite sequential machines is developed 
and presented in this report. From the theory it can be determined how any finite 
sequential machine can be realized from a set of smaller, concurrently operating ma­
chines. This ability assumes practical significance in problems vital to the further ad­
vancement of space science, such as the design of control systems and of data-gathering 
data --analyzingsystems. 
INTRODUCTION 
The use of control systems and of data-gathering data-analyzing systems has been 
and will undoubtedly continue to be instrumental in advancing man's knowledge of space. 
Among the most exciting and interesting research aspects of this area are the design of 
control systems which must be devoid of human control for environmental reasons and 
the design of compact space-borne computers with much greater capabilities. 
It has been suggested that solutions to such problems will increasingly depend on 
formal automata theory to the extent that it concerns itself with the finite and with con­
siderations imposed by dynamic environments demanding the completion of computation 
within a fixed time (ref. 1). Of the recent studies in this direction, the ones dealing 
with the theory of decomposition of finite sequential machines are among those which 
offer the most promise of direct application (refs. 2 to 5).  
In the present report, extensions of the theories and results of the aforementioned 
studies are developed. In particular, the basic result of the research described herein 
is the formulation of a generalized decomposition theory of finite sequential machines. 
Unlike previous investigations dealing with the theory of the decomposition of sequential 
machines, the admissible class of realizations treated is not limited to series, parallel, 
or  combinations of series and parallel inertconnections - nor is it limited to specialized 
realizations containing feedback loops. But, it does include additionally those realiza­
tions having a general class of feedback loop interconnections. 
* Subsequent to the writing of this report in February 1966, the author learned 
Mr.  Arthur T. Pu had submitted a doctoral thesis to the University of Illinois entitled 
"Generalized Decomposition of Incomplete Finite Automata, '' December 1965. Some of 
the results reported in Mr .  Pu's thesis are comparable to some of those in this report, 
but the approaches used were significantly different. 
PRELIMINARIES 
Before an explanation of the formulations of this report are given, fundamental con­
cepts and terminology are presented as background material. 
Definition 1 
I1 I2 - . I[ I I1 12 * - * 
IZ I 
s1 s11 s21 * . SZl 011 021 * . 41 
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Figure 1. - Flow representation of sequential machine M. 
In figure 1 the behavior of M is described by a flow table. The flow table shows, 
for instance, that if the present state of M is S2 and input Iz is applied, then M 
goes into a new state Sz2 and supplies the output OZ2. In terms of the definition, this 
observation is expressed by saying that the next state function A maps the pair (Iz,S2) 
into Sz2 a member of S and that the output function A maps the pair (Iz,S2) onto 
O z 2 ,  a member of 0. If a next state o r  an output is unspecified, this is denoted in the 
flow table by means of a dash for the associated entry. If all thenext states and outputs 
of M are specified, then the flow table contains no dashed entries, and M is said to 
be complete; otherwise, M is incomplete. 
Algebraic techniques have been introduced as convenient means of studying sequen­
tial machines (refs. 5 to 7). Elements of an algebraic theory of sequential machines and 
certain results obtained in previous studies using algebraic techniques will  be introduced 
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Figure 2. - Sequential machine A. 
as they are needed. With the aid of the example machine A of figure 2,  some of the 
elements of the algebraic theory are now presented. 
Definition 2 
The Cartesian product P x Q of two sets P and Q is the set of all ordered pairs 
(p,s)  with p in P and q in Q - that i s ,  with p � P and q c Q. 
A concrete illustration of the Cartesian product is provided by considering the sets 
I = { 1 , 2  } and S = { 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5  } of machine A. The Cartesian product I X S is the set 
{ ( 1 , 1 )  7 (172) 7 (1,s) (174) 7 ( 1 , 5 > ,  ( 2 , 1 )  ( 2 , 2 ) ,  ( 2 , 3 ) ,  ( 2 , 4 ) ,  ( 2 , 5 )  1.  This set is 
precisely the one that A and A of machine A map into S and onto 0, respectively. 
Definition 3 
A binary relation between two sets  P and Q is a set p of ordered pairs (p, s) 
with p � P and q � Q. Usually (p, s) � p is expressed as ppq. A binary relation 
between the set P and itself is called a binary relation on P. 
Associated with. the output function A of machine A are two binary relations between 
the sets S = { 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5  } and 0 = { 017O2 } . Corresponding to inputs 1 and 2 are the 
binary relations A(l) and R(2), respectively; A(l) and A(2) are given as follows: 
It is worthwhile noting that there is no pair  in A(2) involving state 1 .  The reason for 
this is that the output is unspecified when the input 2 is applied to  machine A in state 1. 
3 
Each pair in these relations is essential to a complete description of the behavior of A. 
For instance, (3 ,  02) E: R(l)  shows the relation between state 3 and output O2 when 
input 1 is applied to  A. 
There are associated with the next state function A of machine A two binary rela­
tions between the set S and itself: 
The absence of a pair involving a present state 5 in A(1) indicates that the relation be­
tween present state 5 and any next state is unspecified for input l .  Each pair in these 
relations is also essential to a complete description of the behavior of A. In fact, the 
flow table representation of A can be readily derived from the four binary relations 
A(l),  A(2), A(1), R(2), and vice versa. The aforementioned relations, besides providing 
a description of the behavior of A, are useful in algebraic manipulations. This discus­
sion serves as an introduction to the first two of the next three definitions. 
Definition 4 
The next state function A of a sequential machine M is a mapping that associates 
with every input i � 1, a next state relation A(i) on S. 
Definition 5 
The output function A of a sequential machine M is a mapping that associates 
with every input i � I, an output relation A(i) between S and 0. 
Definition 6 
For two sets P and Q, P is a subset of Q, written P -C Q7 if each element of P 
is an element of Q. P is a proper subset of Q if P is a subset of Q and there is an 
element of Q which is not in F. 
In the case of machine A, A(1) and A(2) are proper subsets of S x S. Similarly, 
A(1) and A(2) a r e  proper subsets of S X 0. Also, { 1 , 2 ,  5 } is a proper subset of S. 
The set S as a subset of itself is an example of a subset that is not proper. 
The next two definitions are conveniently illustrated together. 
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Definition 7 
If P is a set, the set N of all those elements in P which have a property R is 
expressed as 
N = {p  � P Ip has the property R }  
Definition 8 
If p is a binary relation between P and Q, the domain D b )  of p is given by 
D o )  = { p  � Plppq for some q in Q }  
With respect to machine A, 
N = { s � S lsA(2)o for all o in 0 } = { 2, 3 , 4 , 5  } 
since the elements of S which have the property sh(2)o for O1 and O2 are 2, 3, 4 ,  
and 5. Fbthermore,  N is the domain D(A(2)) of the output relation A(2). The fact 
that D(R(2)) is a proper subset of S shows that machine A is not complete. In general, 
for all i � I, both D(A(i)) and D(R(i)) must be S for a sequential machine M to be 
complete. 
Definition 9 
If N -C P, then 
A specific illustration of this definition is provided by considering a set N = { 1 , 2 , 5  } 





If p C P x Q  and a C Q X R ,  then--
Pa = { (p, r) � P X RlpPq and qor for some q in Q }  
For machine A, A(1) -C S X S and A(2) -C S X 0; thus, 
The binary relation A(l)A(2)  relates the present states of A to the outputs supplied 
after the successive application of inputs 1 and 2. 
Definition 11 
The set intersection of a family P1, Pa, . . . , Pn of sets, written 
P1 f' P2 n . . . nPn, is the set of elements which are in all of the sets of the 
family. Two sets P and Q are disjoint if P n Q = cp, where cp, called the empty 
set, is the set with no elements in it. 
In the case of machine A, P1 = { 1 , 2 , 5 } ,  P2 = { 1 , 4 } ,  P3 = { 1 , 4 , 5  } is a family 
of the subsets of S. The intersection of these subsets is 
Two other subsets, P4 = { 1, 3 ] and P5 = { 2 , 4  1 ,  of S a r e  disjoint since there is no 
element common to both P4 and P5 s o  that 
Definition 12 
The set union of a family P1, P2, . . ., Pn of sets, written PI U P 2 U  . . . UPn, 
is the set of elements in at least one set of the family. 
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The union of the subsets P17 PZ7and P3 of the previous example is 
p1 u p2 u p 3 =  { 1 , 2 , 5 }  u { i 7 4 }  n { i , 4 , 5 }  = { i , 2 , 4 , 5 }  
Definition 13 
A partition B of a set S is a family P17 Pa,  . . . Pn of nonempty pairwise dis­
joint sets such that P1 U P2 U. . .U Pn = S. The sets P17 P2' . . . Pn a re  called 
the blocks of 'IT. 
Thesubsets P 1 =  { 1 7 5 } 7P 2 =  { 2 , 4 } ,  and P 3 =  ( 3 )  of S of machineAarepai r -
Their union is P1 U P2 U P3 = S and the partition 'IT is given bywise disjoint. 
Definition 14 
The canonical relation T* between S and II is given by 
' IT*= { ( S , P ) I S �  P � I I }  
In particular, the relation II*between S of machine A and the partition 'IT of the 
previous example is 
Then 
Definition 15 
The inverse of a binary relation p is 
7 
P-l = { (q7p) IpPq7 P P and q Q 1 
The inverse of the relation n* of the previous example is given, for instance, by 
(n*)-' = l > 7  5, 7 (p272)7 {p29 4 ) 7  (p37 3, 1 
Thus, 
= { 1 , 5 , 2 , 4 , 3 }  = S  
Furthermore, Sn*(a*)-' = S and n(n*)-l n* = a. 
Definition 16 
The greatest lower bound (g.  1. b. ) of two partitions n,  and np is given by 
B ,  n p =  {P  n Q l P  � R ,  and Q � 7 ~ ~ 1 .  
There are  two trivial partitions of a set S. The partition I contains one element S. The 
partition 0 is the partition whose blocks a re  precisely the elements of the set S. These 
partitions have the properties 
0. n = O  

The use of the symbols I and 0 for these partitions as well as for input and output sets 
is consistent with conventional usage. Whether these symbols refer to the trivial parti­
tions or  the aforementioned sets in subsequent discussions should be clear from the con­
text. 
For machine A, the definition is illustrated by considering partitions 
{ P I =  { 1 , 2 , 3 } , P 2 =  { 4 7 5 1 1 ,  ~ 2 ={ Q 1 =  { 1 7 3 , 4 } ,  Q 2 =  { 2 7 5 I ) ,  
I =  { S =  { 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 } } ,  and O =  { 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 } :  
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I .  R 1 =  {s n P1=pl7sn p 2 = p 2 }= R 1  
0 - R 1 =  ( 1  n p 1 = i , 2  n p 1 = 2 , 3  n p l = 3 , 4  n p 2 = 4 , 5  n p 2 = 5 } = o  
Definition 17 
That a partition ra of S is the refinement of a partition RP of S is expressed by 
R ,  5 R~ = {P-C Q I for every P � R ,  and some Q � RP } 
Illustrative of this definition are the partitions a1 - a2 and n2 of the previous 
example: 
R l  R2 5 "1 
since 
Definition 18 
Partitions a and a' of S of a sequential machine M form a partition pair (a, R ' )  
if and only if for every P � a and every i � I there exists a Q � a' such that 
P A(i) -C Q. 
With respect to machine A, 
is a partition pair  since 
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DECOMPOSITION OF SEQUENTIAL MACHINES 
In previous studies valuable insight into the structure of sequential machines 
has been gained by investigating the decompositional properties of these machines , 
(refs. 2 to 5). The problem of sequential machine decomposition is that of determining 
how a sequential machine can be realized from interconnected sets of smaller machines. 
The aforementioned studies have been concentrated either on specialized classes of feed­
back loop realizations of machines or else on loop-free connections of machines, that is, 
machines connected in series, parallel, or series-parallel combinations. The present 
study is a presentation of a unified decomposition theory that encompasses both loop-
free decompositions and a general class of feedback loop decompositions. 
In the loop-free decomposition theory all smaller machines in any given realization 
are assumed to be Moore type machines (ref. 4). A Moore machine is a sequential 
machine for which the output mapping function A is independent of the input set I 
(refs. 4 and 7). When all component machines in a realization are of the Moore type, 
the output of each machine is used as an input to the other machines. Since the outputs 
are determined by the present state of the machines, all component machines can com­
pute their next states simultaneously after an external input has been applied. Hence, 
the advantage of a realization composed of an interconnection of Moore machines is that 
it does not slow down the machine because all smaller machines operate concurrently 
and do not require waits fo r  carry computations. This property of concurrency of oper­
ation will be exploited further in + h e  development of the extended theory of decomposition 
of sequential machines. 
Definition 19 
The set { M1, M2, . . . , M.J } is a set of Moore machines. The set of inputs, states, 
and outputs of machine Mk, 1 5 k i j ,  a re  I(k), S(k), and O(k), respectively. Further­
more, the input set I(k) is given by 
10 

unless either I or  dk)contains one and only one element, in which case 
respectively. The set dk)is the set of internal inputs or carry inputs, which are 
derived from the outputs of other machines in a realization of a sequential machine M 
as an interconnection of machines M1, M2, . . ., Mj. The set I is the set of external 
inputs applied to M. 
Definition 20 (ref. 4) 
The set { Ml, Mz,  . . ., M.
J 
} of interconnected Moore machines, in which the out­
puts of any Mk(l 5 k 5 j)  may be used as inputs to other machines, is concurrently 
operating if the next state of each machine Mk depends on the present State of Mk, the 
present outputs of the machines to which it is connected, and the present external input. 
The ordered j-tuple of the present states of the machines M1, Mz, . . ., M.
J 
is 
referred to as the state of the interconnected machine. 
Definition 21 (ref. 4) 
The state behavior of the sequential machine M, the behavior of M exclusive of its 
outputs, is realized by a concurrently operating interconnection of the machines MI, 
Ma, . .. . , M.
J 
with the sets of states S (1), , .  - ., S(j), respectively, if the follow­
ing obtains: 
(1) The input I of M is a subset of the set of possible inputs of the machine 
realized from the machines M1, Mz, . . ., Mj. 
(2) There is a one-to-one mapping @ between the set of states S and M and a 
subset R of the Cartesian product of the sets of states of M1, Mz, . . ., Mj 
which is preserved by the operations of M and the machine realized from M1, 
MZ, . . ., Mj. In other words, i f  the two machines are initially in corresponding 
states, they will again be in corresponding states after any sequence of inputs from I. 
Central to the decomposition theory developed in this report is the concept of an 




Given sequential machines M and Mk7 Mk is an S(k)-image of M if and only if 
for every s ( ~ )E S(k), i � I, and i(k)= i c ( ~ ) )� I(k) 
(1) Every s � S belongs to some stkjE. S(k) and to some c ( ~ )� dk) 
(2) (c(k) n s(k))A(i) -c s(k)A(k)(i(k)) 
For the case in which I(k) C I, the quantity c ( ~ )n s ( ~ )of part (2) reduces to s(k).-
Also, when I(k) -c I, the concept of an S(k)-image reduces to a concept which has found 
some previous usage (ref. 7). 
In the development of the theory of this section it is convenient to consider the sub­
sets of S to be disjoint and also the subsets c ( ~ )of S to be disjoint. In a later 
section the case for.which these subsets may not necessarily be disjoint is considered. 
An example of the concept of an S(k)-image is furnished by the consideration of 
machine A of figure 2 and machine A1 of figure 3. The elements of the sets, 
S(')= { S f ) =  { 1 , 3 , 5 } ,  Sp)= { 2 , 4 } }  and C ( l ) =  { C1( l ) =  { 1 , 2 , 4 , 5 } ,  C p ) =  { 3 } } ,  of 
I 
Figure 3. -Machine A1. 
machine A1 satisfy condition (1): 




Therefore, machine A1 is an S(l)-image of machine A. 
The following theorem relates the concept of an S(k)-image of a machine M to a 
partition pair  on the states of S of M. The partition pair  as in previous investigations 
into the decomposition structure of sequential machines (refs. 3 and 4) is a valuable 
tool in the development of the theory. Adding to the importance of this relation between 
the concept of an S(k)-image and a partition pair  is the fact that one of the aforemen­
tioned partitions corresponds to  the set of states S@) of Mk and the other to both S(k) 
and the set of carry inputs dk)to Mk. 
Theorem 1: 
Given a sequential machine M. there exists a sequential machine Mk, which is an 
S(k)-image of M, if and only if there exists a partition pair  (pk, rk) on the states of s 
of M such that "k = C(k)* nk, where d k )  and nk are partitions whose blocks are the 
elements of the carry input set dk)to  Mk and the set of states dk)of Mk, respec­
tively. 
Proof: 
According to the hypothesis of the "only if" half of the theorem, Mk is an S(k)­
image of M, and C(k) and nk are partitions whose blocks are the elements of the 
carry input set c ( ~ )and of the state set s ( ~ )of Mk, respectively. AU pairs of inter­
1 3  
sections P = c ( ~ )n s ( ~ )are disjoint because of the disjointness of the pairs of the 
c ( ~ )and of the s ( ~ ) .  The union of all nonempty P defines a partition nk of the states 
of S since every s is in some c ( ~ )and some according t o  (1)of definition 22. 
The partition nk, in accordance with definition 16, is the g. 1.b. C(k) - nL of the parti­
tions dk)and nk. According to definition 22, P A(i) -C s(k)A (k)(i(k)) -C Q, where 
Q nk and P � nk. This is precisely the definition of the partition pair 
Now for the "if" half of the theorem, it can be assumed that there exists a partition 
pair (nk, r i )  on the states of S of M such that 7i-k = dk)- nk, where dk)is a parti­
tion of the states of S. With the use of this information a sequential machine 
M k = ( I(k) 7 S(k), O(k), A(k), A(k)) can be defined as follows: According to the definition 
of a partition pair (C(k) - nk, a i ) ,  there exists, for every P = c(k) n s(k)c nk and 
every i � I, a Q � 7rk such that P A ( i )  -C Q. Let the blocks of 7i-k and dk)be the 
elements of the sets S(k) and C(k) of Mk. Because n i  and C(k) are partitions 
corresponding to the sets S(k) and C(k), res ectively, every s � S necessarily 
�belongs to some s ( ~ )  S(k) and to some cCkp� d k ) ;  that is, condition (1) of definition 
22 is satisfied. Let I(k) be defined by i(k)= (i ,  c ( ~ ) )� I(k). Moreover, the definition 
of A(k) is established by letting P A(i) C s(k)A(k)(i(k)j -C Q. Thus, condition (2) of 
definition 22 is satisfied. Furthermore,<(k) and A(k can be defined by letting 
�s(k)A(k)(i(k)) = o ( ~ )  O(k) for  all i � I. In the process of defining ~ M kit was shown 
that definition 22 was  satisfied. Therefore, machine Mk is indeed an S(k):image of M. 
In the previous example it was shown that machine A1 is an S(')-image of ma­
chine A. The partitiqn pair (al, n;) which is implied as a consequence of the theorem 
is 
( T I =  { P i =  {1,5}7 P 2 =  {2,4} ,  P 3 =  {3}}7 r i = S ( ' ) =  { S l( l )={1,335}, Sp'= { 2 , 4 } } )  
where nl = C(l) * ni and = { Cil) = { 1,2 ,4 ,5  } , Cf)= { 3 } } . Furthermore, 
given machine A and the partition pair (nl, x i ) ,  one can construct machine A1 as an . 
$)-image of machine A. Illustrative of this construction is the following: Let 





If the state behavior of a sequential machine M is realized by a concurrently 
operating interconnection of two machines M1 and M2, then there exist partition pairs  
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where 
Proof: 
By the hypothesis the state behavior of a sequential machine M is realized by a 
concurrently operating interconnection of two machines M1 and M2. According to 
definition 20, the state of the interconnection is the ordered pair of present states of M1 
and M2, that is, (s( l )  , s(~))where s(') � S( l )  and s(~)� S(2). Also, by definition 2 1  
there is a one-to-one mapping @ between the states of S of M and members of a 
subset R of S ( l )  x S(2). Thus, R is the set of states of the interconnection of M1 and 
Ma. In accordance with the mapping a, each element S(l) � S(l)  is given by
j 
S!')J = { u Iu � S such that u corresponds to an ordered pair 
�(s ( ' ) ,  s ( ~ ) )  R for which s(') is S ( l ) }
j 
Similarly, 
Sf) = { v lv � S such that v corresponds to an ordered pair 
(s( ' ) ,  s(~))� R for  which s(~) is S(2)} 
No two elements of S(l)  can have any states s � S in common if the mapping @ is to 
be preserved. A similar statement applies to the elements of d2).Also, the mapping 
@ requires that every s � S belongs to some s ( l )  � S(') and to some s(~)� d2). 
Each element Ci2) of the carry input set d2)to  M2 is obtained from the output set 






If the output set O ( l )  contains one and only one element 0j1),then the only element of 
Ci2) is Cj2) = in which case I(2) -C I; otherwise, I(2) -C I X d2).It should be noted 
that A(')?(')) is the same for all i � I because M1 is a Moore machine. Each ele­
ment Cy of d2)is the union of the subsets S(l) of the set of states S and hence can 
also be expressed as a subset of S. As such, no 
j
two elements of C(2) can have 
any state s E: S in common and also every s E: S belongs to some c ( ~ )E: d2).A 
similar consideration of dl)shows that a statement analogous to  the previous one 
applies to dl)and its elements, Hence, thus far it has been shown that M1 and M2 
satisfy condition (1) of definition 22. To prove that these two machines also satisfy con­
dition (2) of definition 22 and consequently are S(l)- and d2)-images, respectively, of 
M, the following analysis is made: According to the mapping G?, 
Si1) n Sf) = { u n v Iu � S and v � 8 such that u corresponds to an ordered pair 
(s(l),s(~))� R fo r  which s(l) is S(l) ,  and v corresponds to an ordered
j 
pair ( s ( ' ) ,  s(~))� R for which s ( ~ )is Sk(2) } 
Thus, either S(l) n d2)= cp when there exists no ordered pair (s( ') ,  s ( ~ ) )j k � R for 
which both s(l) is S!') and s(~)is Sf),  or  else S(l) n Sf)  is the state s � Sj 
corresponding to (S('), Sf)).  Since C r )  is the union of subsets S(l) ,  the quantityj j 
C p '  n Sf)  is either cp o r  else a subset of S. In the latter case, the subset corre­
sponds to a set of ordered pairs (s( ' ) ,  s ( ~ ) )� R whose first elements are the subsets 
S!')
J 
and whose second elements are all the same, the subset sk(2). The aforementioned 
set of ordered pairs is mapped by A(1)(i(1)) and A(2) (i(2) ) into another not necessarily 
dintinct set of ordered pairs. In particular, A (1)(1*(1) is used to map the first elements 
of the given set of ordered pairs into the first elements of the resulting set of ordered 
pairs. The second elements of the resulting ordered pairs are obtained from the map-
-ping A (2) (1 (2)) in an analo ous manner. If all the ordered pairs resulting from the 
mappings correspond to  srl) n s ( ~ )= cp, then the resulting states of the interconnection 










If one or more of the resulting ordered pairs do belong to R, they must correspond 
to the set of states resulting from the mapping A(i) of Cf) r'l Sp) to preserve the 
ma ping CP. Since each of the resulting ordered pairs contains the same second element 
S (2p, S(2), the union of intersections s(l)  r'l s ( ~ )corres  onding to  this resulting set 
or ordered pairs must be a subset of the element � S6) resulting from the mapping 
A (2) (i(2)) of s k(2 ) . Consequently, 
Therefore, machine M2 satisfies condition (2) of definition 22 and is an S(2)-image of 
M. A similar analysis shows M1 to be an S(l)-image of M. By Theorem 1, then 
there exist partition pairs (al, n i )  = (C(l) ' T i ,  a i )  and ( n 2 ,  a i )  = (C' 2)) - ni, ng). Be­
cause a i  and a i  are partitions whose blocks are the elements of and S(2 ), 
respectively, and because each intersection s(l) f' is either cp or  a single ele­
ment s � S, it follows that ni ni = 0. Furthermore, since the partition d2)is the 
partition whose blocks a re  the elements of the carry input set d2)and the elements of 
the latter are composed of subsets of the elements s(l)� S( l ) ,  it follows that a i  f C(2 ), 
in the case where the carry input set C(2) is composed of a single element, then the 
partition d2)is the trivial partition I and it is still true that ni f C (2). Similarly, 
n p c  (11. 
The machines B, B1, and B2 of figure 4 are used to  exemplify Lemma 1. Ma­
chines B1 and B2 comprise the concurrently operating interconnection realizing the 
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state behavior of machine B. Under the mapping the following correspondences 
obtain: 
- (7511) 
- ( 8 , l l )  
- (8,12) 
- ( 9 , l l )  
- (9,12) 
I - (10,12) 
The state 7 of machine B1 appears in only one ordered pair, and that pair corresponds 
to state 1 of machine B; therefore, 7 = { 1} . The state 8 appears in two ordered pairs 
corresponding to  states 2 and 3; hence, 8 = { 2 , 3 } .  Similarly, 9 = { 4 , 5 }  and 10 = { 6 } . 
The states of machine B2 are found to  be 11 = { 1 , 2 , 4 }  and 12  = { 3 ,5 ,6  } . Thus, 
there exists the partition pair  ( r l ,  T i )  on S of machine B, where 
T i =  { 7 =  { l } ,  8 =  { 2 , 3 } ,  9 =  { 4 , 5 ) ,  I O =  { 6 } } ,  C ( l ) =  { 1 1 =  { 1 , 2 , 4 } , 1 2 = { 3 , 5 , 6 } ] ,  
and n l = C  ( l )  - ri = 0. Moreover, there exists (r2,r i ) ,  where n-5 = { 11 = { 1 , 2 , 4  } , 
1 2 =  { 3 , 5 , 6 } } ,  d2)={ { 7 , 9 }  = { 1 , 4 , 5 } ,  {8 , lO}  = { 2 , 3 , 6 } } ,  and r 2 ­
= { { 1 , 4 1 ,  { 2 } ,  { 3 , 6 } ,  ( 5 ) ) .  Finally, i t i sobservedtha t  r i = C ( l ) ,  r i < C  , 
and n i  - = 0 .  
Theorem 2: 
The state behavior of a sequential machine M is realized by a concurrently oper­
ating interconnection of two machines M1 and M2 if and only if there exist partition 
pairs ( r l ,  T i )  and (r2,n-5) on the states of S of M such that 
Proof: 
The "only if" half of the theorem follows directly from Lemma 1. 
For the "if" half of the theorem it can be assumed that there exist partition pairs 




-"2 -- d2)a;. Moreover, there exist partition pairs (al,ai)  and (a2, xi) on S of M 
with the additional properties that ai 5 and a i  5 d2).That this last assertion is 
true is verified by the following arguments: Suppose that n1 = 0; then C(l)  can be taken 
to be a; since a1 = * n-i= ai - a i  = 0. Next, suppose that r1 # 0 and < ai; 
-then C(1) . ai = c(1) so that TI = ~ ( 1 )  a i  = c(l) ai ai = 0, which is a contradiction. 
Now, suppose that the first of the partition pairs assumed to  exist is represented by
(zl= -C(l) .T i ,  a i )  such that neither -C(l)  nor ai is a refinement of the other. Hence, 
C(l)  - "2 -- T, where T < -C(l) and T < ai. Then T * a i  IC(l) a i  = zl. Because of-
the existence of (zl, x i )  on S of M, the partition pair  (T a i ,  a i )  also exists on S 
-of M (ref. 3). Therefore, let the partition pair  (T * a i ,  a i )  replace (al, a i )  in all L 
further considerations; also let T = C(l)  and nl = 7 a; s o  that dl)< i;. For this 
case, it has already been shown that a1 must be 0, and hence C(l)  can be taken to be 
ai. Thus, it has been shown that there exists a partition pair (al, a i )  on S of M such 
that T; s C(l).  Similar arguments show that there also exists a partition pair (a,, a$) 
on S of M such that m i  5 d2).According to  Theorem 1,  there exist machines M1 
and M2 which are S(l)- and S(2)-images, respectively, of machine M. Because a i  
af2 a r e  partitions whose blocks a r e  elements of S(l) and S(2) respectively, and 
because a i  - a; = 0, it follows that each intersection s(l) n i(2)is either cp or  a 
single s � S. The nonempty intersections s(l) f?s ( ~ )can be put into a one-to-one 
correspondence with a subset R of S(l)X S(2). With the aid of definition 22 and a 
reversal of the arguments presented in Lemma 1, it follows that there exists a mapping 
@ which is a one-to-one correspondence between the states of S of M and the subset 
R such that M1 and M2 are the component machines of a concurrently operating 
interconnection realizing the state behavior of machine M. This completes the proof of 
the theorem. 
The reader should be warned that the partition pairs given in the "if" half of the 
theorem a r e  not necessarily those directly associated with M1 and M2 as S(l)- and 
S(2)-images, respectively, of M. As is brought out in the proof, if the given partition 
pairs do not have the property that ai 5 and ri Id2),then they imply the exist­
ence of partition pairs that do possess this property. The implied partitions pairs only 
differ from the given ones in that their first partitions are refinements of the corre­
sponding partitions of the given partition pairs. Thus, the implied partition pairs are 
the ones that a r e  directly associated with M1 and M2. 
A consideration of machine B again along with the partition pairs derived fn the 
previous example afford a concrete illustration of Theorem 2.  Machines B1 and B2 
can be derived as S(l)- and S(2)-images, respectively, of B in the manner illustrated 
in the example following Theorem 1. Typical of a specific demonstration that B1 and 
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B2 are interconnected to operate concurrently and realize the state behavior of B is 
the following: Suppose that machine B is in state 2 when the input 1 is applied; then, 
the next state of B is 4 according to {2)A(1)  = { 4 } .  Since 8 n 11 = ( 2 )  where 8 E:S (1) 
and 11 � S(2), let it be supposed that machines B1 and B2 are in states 8 and 11, 
respectively, when B is in state 2: that is, let 2 - ( 8 , l l ) .  Because for B1 
the combined next state of B1 and B2 after the application of the input 1 is 4; that is, 
4 - ( 9 , l l ) .  
The fundamental theorem of the decomposition theory developed here is a generali­
zation of Theorem 2 and is as follows: 
Theorem 3: 
The state behavior of a sequential machine M is realized by a concurrently opera­
ting interconnection of j machines M1, M i ,  . . . , M.
J 
if and only if there exist parti­
tion pairs (nl, T i ) ,  (7r2, ni), . . . , (nj, n;) on the states of S of M such that 
. . .  
Proof: 
For the "only if" half of the theorem, it can be assumed that the state behavior of 
M is realized by a concurrently operating interconnection of j machines M1, 
Ma, . . ., Mj. That part of the given interconnection consisting of all machines M1, 
M2, . . ., Mk-l, Mk+l, . . ., M.J but Mk is a Moore machine which will be called 
The carry inputs to M,+k-l come from the outputs of machine Mk. The 
Outputs from M,+k-l serve as the carry inputs to Mk. Thus, the state behavior of M 
2 1  

is realized by a concurrently operating interconnection of machines M,+k and Mk. 
By Lemma 1 there exist partition pairs (C
(a+k-l) . 
'&+k-l' "h+k-l ) and (dk). a i ,  air) 
on the states of S of M such that "&+k - ak = 0 where ak 5 C(cr+k-l) and 
';+k-l (k). There are j such pairs of machines M,+k-l and Mk corresponding 
to  k = 1,2,  . . ., j .  Their existence implies the existence of j partition pairs on the 
states of S of M, (ak = dk) a i ,  n k ) ,  where k = 1,2,  . . ., j. Also implied is that 
"&+k-l = a i  - a i  - . . . - ak-l *ak+l - . . . - IT?.Hence, a i  * a i  * . . . - a! = 0.J J 
For the "if" half of the theorem, it can be assumed that there exist j partition 
pairs (ak = dk). ak, ak), k = 1,2,  . . ., j, on the states of S of M such that 
ri - a i  . . . . P! = 0. As a notational convenience the given partition pairs are
J
represented by (7rk =z(k). ak, ak). There exists a partition pair 
(7rP, 71;) = (7r1 7r2 - .  . . * -J-l, a i  * .  - ~ j - ~ )n! on the states of S of M (ref, 3). 
Since 7rP = C(1) . -c(2) .. . . - -C(j-') K & ,  there certainly exists a partition -C(') such that 
= C@) - ab. Therefore, according to Theorem 2, the state behavior of machine M3 ­
is realized by a concurrently operating interconnection of two machines MP and Mj. 
The proof of Theorem 2 also indicates how the partition pairs (aP, P&) and (aj, ai), 
which a re  directly associated with machines MP and M .1 as S@)- and &)-images of 
M, are derived from (a  a ' )  and (a., a!). A partition, which will be called F;, on the-P' P -3 J 
states of S(') of MP can be derived from a i  on the states of S of M as follows: 
In accordance with definition 14, there exist canonical relations 
a&* = 
{ ( s ,  ,(PI) 1 s � s ( P )  ,(P) 
"k '* -- { ( s ,  s(k)) I s c s(k) � s(k) 
By definition 15, the inverse of n'* isP 
(n-&*)-' = { (s(@),s)  I S ~ - ' * S ( ~ ) ,s � S and s@) � S ( p ) }P 
By definition 10, 
"* 
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Then, yk, is the partition whose blocks are the elements of S(k). That the blocks of 
yk as defined by the previous mapping are indeed painvise disjoint is guaranteed by the 
fact that n-& 5 a i .  A partition pair (gk, Ti) on the states of dP)of MP can be derived 
by an application of definition 18 (ref. 3). Since (0, 7;) always exists, it follows that 
"k' ?) on the states of S@) of MP.there exists a partition pair of the form (Ek = -c(k) * "? k 
Hence, there exist j - 1 partition pairs (Ek = -C(k) - Ti, Ti), k = 1, 2 ,  . . ., j - 1,  on 
the states of of MP such that Ti - ;& . . . * ?  
J -1 = 0 where 0 on S(') of MP 
corresponds to a'P on S of M. The process given thus far in this half of the proof 
can now be iterated to show that the state behavior of machine Mp+k- is realized by a 
concurrently operating interconnection of machines Mp+k and Mj-k for 
k = 1 , 2 ,  . . ., j - 3. The process terminates when it is established that the state 
behavior of machine MP+j -3  is realized by a concurrently operating interconnection of 
machines M1 and M2. Hence, the state behavior of M is realized by a concurrently 
operating interconnection of machines M1, M2, . . ., 
M j  
, which establishes the 
theorem. 
Machine B of figure 4 provides a specific example of the "if" half of Theorem 3. 
Associated with machine B are partition pairs (7r2 = c(2)- n-5, ai), ( 1 ~ ~  
and (3= c(4) 
= c ( 3 )  - ai,r i ) ,  
.ai, a i ) ,  where 
= 111 = { 1 , 2 , 4 } ,  12 = { 3 , 5 , 6 }  } -C ( 2 ) =  { 1 3 =  { 1 , 4 , 5 } ,  1 4 =  { 2 , 3 , 6 } ]  
a i =  { 1 3 =  { 1 , 4 , 5 } ,  1 4 =  { 2 , 3 , 6 } ]  -C(3)=  { 1 7 =  { 1 , 2 , 4 } ,  1 8 =  { 3 , 5 } ,  1 9 =  { 6 } }  
7 r i =  { 1 5 =  { 1 , 2 , 3 } ,  1 6 =  { 4 , 5 , 6 } }  -C ( 4 ) =  { 2 0 =  { 1 , 2 , 3 , 5 , 6 } ,  2 1 =  { 4 } }  
such that ai * n-b - r i  = 0. According to the theorem, this implies that the state be­
havior of machine B can be realized by a concurrently operating interconnection of 
three machines - B2, B3,  and B4. This interconnection can be derived by the process 
- -introduced in the proof: The partition pairs (7r2, n-i)and (no, n-&) = (r3 - Q, ab - a i )  
= 0,  {7 = { l } ,8 = { 2 , 3 } ,  9 = { 4 , 5 } ,  10 = ( 6 )  } )  are considered. The partition a'P is 
precisely the partition ai given in the previous example. From that example it is also 
seen that there exists a partition aP = al  = -ap such that ai IC(l)  and that there exists 
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a partition r2 = 7r2 such that a i  5 C(2) = C(2). The construction of flow tables for 
machines B1 and B2 would ordinarily comprise the next step of the process, but these 
tables have already been presented in the previous example and are shown in figure 4. 
Next, partitions ;: and "ion the states of S( l )  of B1 are derived as 
F'b = ( 1 3  = { 7 , 9 ) ,  14 = ( 8 , l O )  } 
N
r i  = ( 1 5  = { 7 , 8 } ,  16 = 19, l o } )  
With the use of definition 18, the partition pairs 
and 
are generated. An inspection of partitions x3 and x4 reveals the existence of parti­
titions T 3  = C(3) - 75 57f3  and 7i4 = d4)- 'T4 5 E4, where C(3) = and d 4 )  = I. 
Hence, 5 d3),7;5 d 4 ) ,  and 'Ti- 54 = 0 on S ( l )  so that the state behavior of 
machine B1 is realized by a concurrently o erating interconnection of machines B3 
and B4. These machines constructed as S6)- and d4)-images of machine B1 are 
shown as the flow tables of figure 5. 
It should be noted in the flow table of machine B 3  that the unspecified next stages 
can be selected in such a way that, for  every input i( 3 ) �  I(3), 13 A (3) (i(3)) 
= 14 A (3) (1- (3)). With such a specification machine B3 can be simplified to the extent 
that its next states are independent of its present states. Such a machine is said to be 
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feedback free. It is worthwhile noting that the existence of a feedback-free machine B3 
could have been anticipated. On the states S of machine B there exists a partition 
-pair (d3)I, ri) ,  which implies for every i � I, i(3)C I(3), � d3),and 
s ( ~ )� d3)that A(i) -C s ( ~ )or equivalently A(3) (I43)) -C s(~).The latter relation 
implies the existence of a machine B3 independent of its present dates. 
ADDITIONAL BACKGROUND 
Additional basic background material (ref. 2) is introduced in this section to facil­
itate the conduding theoretical investigations of this report. The presentation of a logi­
ea1 design problem serves a dual purpose as a convenient vehicle for  illustrating the 
concepts comprising the additional background material and as an example of how the 
newly developed decomposition theory might be used in practice. 
The design problem is that of deriving a two-layer "and/or" diode gate realization 
of a machine C represented by the flow table of figure 6. The solution of this problem 
is facilitated by the introduction of four definitions. 
5 1 6 0 2 

6 5 5 0 2 
7 3 2 0 1 

Figure 6. -Tabular repre­
sentation of machine C. 
Definition 23 
A partition x- on the set  of states S of a sequential machine M is said to be output 
consistent, if for every block P of ir, all the states contained in the block have the 
same output. That is, for every P � ir and every i C I, PA(i) = 0, where o � 0 is 
not necessarily the same for any two inputs i. 
One such partition on the set of states. S of machine C is 
25 
Definition 24 
Given sequential machines M and M,, M, is a reduction of M if and only if the 
following conditions are satisfied: 
(1)There exists a partition pair (nr: nh) on the states of S of h'I such that = B E .  
(29 T E  is output consistent. 
(3) The output set dr9of M, is a subset of the output set 0 of M and has 
elements 
where 
From figure 6 it is observed that there exists a partition pair (rr, n;) on the states 




8 12 IO 
9 10 11 
10 10 9 

I1 9 11 
12 8 1 3 
13 12 12 02- -
Figure 7. -Tabular repre­
sentation of reduction C, 
The calculation 
13R(i) = O2 =I38(r)(1-(r) 
where i = i(r),serves both to  show that a; is output consistent and to establish the 
output set of a reduction C, of machine C. That such a machine exists is guaranteed 
by Theorem 1 which implies that machine Cr is an S(')-image of C. The flow table 
representation of machine C, is given in figure 7. 
Definition 25 
Two sequential machines are said to  be equivalent if they have the same input-output 




The state behavior of a sequential machine M is said t o  be realized by a concur­
rent$ ogerating interconnection of the machines MI,&I2: . * * , RI. if the sixate be-J
havior of a sequential machime Me equivalent to M is realized by the aforeme 
interconnection. 
To obtain the desired realization of machine C the decomposition theory is now 
used to derive a concurrently operating interconnection of three maehines C1, 
C3 which realize the state behavior of machine C,. An examination of the flo 
machine C, given in figure 5' shoivs that there exist on the states of 
= d2). xi)! and = d3) T i 9  
the pastitjon 




16 17 17 16 16 17 17 0(2)
1 

17 16 17 16 16 17 

Figure 8. -Machines Cl, C2, and C3 
y
3 -W1fY2 
Figure 9. -Truth tables of the switching functions Yl, Y2, Yy 
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- -  
- -  - -  
with 21 the "or" function y9 + yQS In an analogous maimer, associate with the carry
Y -
input elements 22, 23, 24, 2-5 or  c@) to c2 y 1 ~ 3 ,y1y3% y1yQl y1y3, respectively. 
Finally, associate with the carry input elements 26, 2'7, 28, 29 of d3)to C3y1y2' 
ylyz, y1y2, y1y2, respectively. Under these associations the flow tables of machines 
C1,C2' and C3 become truth tables for the logical switching functions Y1,Pz,and 
Y 3 ,  respectively (see fig. 9). Moreover, the part a� the f table of nsachiiie C ,  
specifying the input-output relations is transformed into a h table for the output 






Figure Ii. - Realizdtion of machine C. 
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associated with O1; whereas its complement zis associated with 02. The truth table 
for Z is givenin figure 10. 
Corresponding to  each of the switching functions Yl,Y2, Y3, and Z are logical 
switching circuits made up of transistor inverters, diode "and/or" gates, and delay 
units. These circuits, shown in figure 11, comprise the sought after realization of 
machine C. 
STATE S PLlTTING 
A n  important concern of the previous section was the realization of the state 
behavior of a given machine M as that interconnection of concurrently operating ma­
chines realizing the state behavior of a reduction Mr of M. A reciprocal concern of 
equal importance is the realization of the state behavior of a given machine M, as that 
interconnection of concurrently operating machines realizing the state behavior of a 
machine M of which Mr is a reduction (refs. 5 and 9). It is clear that the latter 
realization can be obtained merely by applying the newly developed decomposition theory 
to machine M. There is a problem, however, of deriving the machine M from Mr. 
The derivation of such a machine M from a given machine Mr is achieved by means 
of ap rocess  called state splitting (refs. 5 and 10). 
Definition 27 
A state Sf) C of a sequential machine Mr is said to be split if it is replaced 
by two o r  more states Sir)', SFl2, . . ., 
3 
A sequential machine M is said to beJ 3 
a state split version of Mr if it is derived from Mr a s  follows: 
(1)If a state dr)of Mr is split, then the states Sj(r)l  , Sj(r)2 . . ., s3P)n are 
taken a s  states of S
j 
of M. 
(2) If a state S g )  of Mr is not split, then the state Sf) is taken as a state of S 
of M. 
(3) If Sf) h(r)(i(r)) = Sir) for Mr, then for M S g )  A(i) = S!r)z, where i(') = i � I
1 z 
and 1 is an integer such that 1IZ 5 n. 
(4) If SF)A(r)(i(r)) = S(') for Mr' then for M Sir)' A(i) =Sf), where Z assumesk J 
all integer values such that 1 5 Z 5 n. 




all integer values such that 1 5 Z 5n and m takes on some integer values such that 










(6) E SplA(r){i(r)) = SP)$  where both Sfl and Sp' a re  not split, for M,, then 
for M Sk(dA@) = S L(4. 
A concrete illustration of the definition is provided by considering machine of 
figure 12. I� only state 4 of machine D, is split into states 4' and 4' then according 
'r 












Figure 12 -Machine D,. 
to parts (1) and (2) of the definition, the set S of states of machine D, isihich is a state 
1 2split version of B,, is { 1 2,3,4 ,4 ,5,6,71 .  B3r part (3) of the definition, because it 
is true that 
2h(')(l)  = 4 
for machine D,, then for machine D 
6 h ( l )  = 4I 
3Ai2) = 41 
where the choice of 41 in each case i s  arbitrary. By part (4) of the definition 
for Dr impliesthat 
4'A(1) = 7 and 42A(1) = 7 
�or machine D. By part  (5) of the definition 
4A(')(2) = 4 
for Dr implies that 
4'A(2) = 42 and 42A(2) = 41 
�or D, where the choice of next states 42 and 41 , respectively, is arbitrary. Typical 
of part  (6) of the definition is 
3A@)(1) = 6 
for  Dr implies that 
3A(1) = 6 
for machine D. The flow table representation of machine D is shown in figure 13. 
It is clearly impractical to determine at random what states of a given machine 
should be split and to what degree they should be split. Bases for systematic determina­
tion procedures must be developed if state splitting is to  be useful. Information about 
the decomposition structure of a given sequential machine should most properly be the 
basis �or state splitting when the primary objective is to design the machine as a con-
D 









Figure 13. -Machine D. 
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currently operating interconnection of smaller machines. A step t o~vardthe dev 
ment of such a systematic state splitting determination procedure has been made 
htroducing concepts among which are generalizations of pa-rWions and partition 
(ref. 5 ) .  These generalizations carry information about the loop-free decomposition 
structure of sequential machines. These concepts must, however, be extended further 
to convey sufficient information about the general decomposition structure of se 
machines. Obvious e-xtensions of the aforementioned concepts are n w  introduced. 
Definition 28 
A nondisjoint partition 8 of a set S ( r )  is a family PIS P2?. . ., Pn of noneinpty 
sets such that P1 (-1 P2 U. . . Cj P, = S(r). The sets P2' . . . , P, a r e  caI3 
the blocks of B .  The blocks of a re  not necessarily pai 
With respect to machine D,, a nondisjoint partitisn g1 is given by 
f J L  = {P1 = { l , 2 ) ,  P2= { 3 , 4 ) ,  P3 = {4,5,e, P4 = j S , 7 )  1 
where the union of the blocks PI, P2:Pg, P4 is 
j 6 , 2 )  tl { 3 , 4 )  V (4 ,5 )  V {6,?)= {P02,3,4,5,6,?1=Sf') 
and blocks P2 and P3 a r e  nondisjoint. 
Definitign 29 
A canonical relation O* between Sir) and P is given by 
8" = {&I? P) I f P � 8 1 





Nondisjoint partitions 0 and 6' of dr)of a sequential machine Mr form a non­
disjoint partition pair (0, 8')7 if and only if for every P � 0 and every i(r) � 
there exists a Q � 0' such that P -c Q. 
Illustrative of this definition is the nondisjoint partition pair 
of the machine D,: 
{3,4}A(r)(1) = { 6 , 7 } C Q 2-
(4,5}A(r)(1) = ( 7 , 6 } c Q 2-
{6,7 1A(r)(2) = ( 6 , 3 }  -C Q2 
Definition 31 
A nondisjoint partition 0, of dr) is said to be a refinement of a nondisjoint parti­
tion 0P of S(r), written 0, 5 BP, if and only if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(1) Every P f 8, is contained in some Q E 8P' 
(2).The union of all. P contained in the same Q equals that Q. 
35 
The nondisjoint partitions O1 and fli o� machine D, afford a crjlncrete example sf 
Definition 32 
The multiplicity of the element S(') in Qa of S(r) is one less than the number of 
blocks of H, that contain S(.'). The 
j




In particular, the multiplicity ml; of skate 4 In Ol of machine D, is 1; whereas, 
the multiplicity of all other states of dP)in Q~ is 0. 
Definition 33 
The multiplicitZ.-cTependent intersection of two blocks P E 0 ,  and Q E tii, 
written as P & &, is any subset of P TI 9, such that the following are true: 
(1) Every Sf) contained in P i?Q1for xhich either OF both ma;,$) arid 
ma,,(r) is 0. also belongs io  P fd Q. j 
1 
(2) Any Sir) contained in P 1-1 Q, for which mal  Sfr)>> 0 and mP; &-) > 0 ,  may 
be chosen to be a member of I? Uii Q, but is not necesaarilj7 so. 
j 
A specific illustration of the multjpliciiy-dependEnt intersection of tTvo blocks 4s 
provided by considering the nondisjofnt partitions 
of machine B ~ .By part (1)of definition 33 
and by part (2) either 




The multiplicity-dependent greatest lower bound of two nondisjoint partitions 8, 
and OB, written as Bo! m Bp7 is a nondisjoint partition 
such that 
* e ­y < %  
ey 5 e@ 
Specifically, the multiplicity-dependent greatest lower bound of 8; and 0; of the 
previous example is 
e 3 =  ( 8  @ 10, 8 fi 11, 9 fi 10, 9 a 11) 
where 
8 a 10= {l,2} o r  (1,2,4} 
8 @ l l =  ( 5 )  or  (4 ,5} 
9 fi 10= {3} or {3 ,4}  
9 fi 11- {6,7}  or {4,6,7} 
such that precisely two blocks of e3 contain the state 4and 
(8 @ 10) W (8 @ 11) = 8 
(9 a 10) u (9 I63 11) = 9 
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(8 Ed IO) LJ(9 a 10)= 10 
(8 11) Lj (9 hi3 11) = 11 
Thus, G 3  e m  be c.hosen to be either 
or 
Definition 35 
Given sequential machines &I,and Mk, Mk is a generalized S(kj-Emage of NI, if 
znd only if for every s(k)E E$", i'r) E I('), and i'k) � the foll.owing conditisns are 
and the state set is 
From calculations carried out in examples 30, 31, 33, and 34, it 14s elear that machine 
Dl satisfies the conditions of definition 35 to be a generalized S(')-image sf D,. 
~-
Figure 14. - Representation of machine D? as a generalized 
S'II-image of machins D,. 
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Theorem 4: 
Implied by a generalized S(k)-image Mk of a given sequential machine M i  is a 
family of state split versions each of which is an S(k)-image of some state split version 
M of Mr. Reciprocally, implied by the dk)-image of any state split version M of 
M~ is a generalized S(k)-image Mk of M,. 
Proof: 
For the first half of the theorem, it can be assumed that there is given the sequential 
machine Mk which is a generalized dk)-image of a given machine M,. Also, accord­
ing to part  (1) of definition 35, corresponding to the sets s(’) and c@)of machine Mk 
a r e  nondisjoint partitions 6; and C(k). Each state S(’)
j 
whose multiplicity mk; s(r) 
is greater than zero for either 0; o r  dk)can be split a s  follows: j 
(1)If the multiplicity of S(’)i in 0 k  is greater than that of S(’)j in dk)and is 
mk; = n - 1>0, replace j in each block of 6; that it appears by one of the 
states Sj(41, Si( d 2, . . ., S(r)n. The replacement can be made such that S.(r)l  is 
assigned to the first block of 
j
the arbitrarily ordered blocks of 0; containing S(4i ’  
J 
to the second such block, etc. Corresponding to every multiplicity-dependent 
block intersection c ( ~ )b 3  s ( ~ )  Joriginally containing Sir), the state S(r) for the sake 
of compatibility must be replaced in dk)by the state ’S!’)’ just assigned to the asso-
J
ciated block of 6;. 
(2) If the multiplicity of Sp) in dk)is greater than that of Sir) in 0; and is
3 
mk; = n - 1 >0, replace j in each block of C(k) that it appears by one of the 
states S Sp92’ ’ .  -,sj
(r)n. The replacement can be made such that S(r)l is
’ jassignedJ to theJfirst block of the arbitrarily ordered blocks of dk)containing S5( 4’ 
J 
to the second such block, etc. If the state S(r) is contained in the multiplicity-
dependent block intersection c ( ~ )63 s ( ~ ) ,for the sake
j 
of compatibility replace 
S(r) in the block S(k) of 6; by the state S!’)’ just assigned to the block c ( ~ )of C(k).
J 3
Some blocks of 0; will  now contain two or  more replacements for the original state 
dr)under this procedure.
j 
(3) Once the present states of Mr have been split as described, the next states of 
Mr must be split. Each next state of Mk, before state splitting, corresponded to a 
block of 0;. Let the next states of Mr be split in such a way that each next state of 
Mk corresponds to  the associated block resulting from the procedure of (1)and (2). 
Each next state which is left unsplit after this process can be arbitrarily replaced by any 
member of its replacement set of states. 
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In the state splltthg process (1) to (3) just gix-a, the parts (1) aid (2) of definitlon27 
are obviously satisfied. In accordance with step (3) of the state splitting process, to 
5 
c s ( ~ )every state ~il') in some s(k)c dk)inip'lied by a state ,Ir) E c@J 63 ,of) fo r  itxi 
input i(') there corresponds a state dr)'. where I is zn integer sueh that 1 5 t 5 n. 
,i
Thus, part (3) of definition 27 is also satisfied. Moreover, similar reasoning shows 
that parts (41, (5), and (6) of definition 27 are satisfied. Therefore, the state splitting 
process presented herein serves to derive a state split version M of MI,.The derived 
machine M is a member o� a family d state split versions of M,. The nunlher of 
members in this family is 2a, where a is the number of replacemenis which can be 
made arbitrarily in step (3) of the above state splitting process. The state splitting has 
been accomplished in such it way flat the relation 
where and s(kj are elements of the given sets, corresponds tcu 
where c ( ~ )and s ( ~ )are blocks o� the newly derived partitions dkland n$, respec­
tively. Hence, the partition pair (Co * .rrk, .rr$ on S of h4 implies by Theorem 1the 
existence of an &)-image of M. 
For the second half of the theorem, it can be assumed that maeliine I&% and an S(kg­
*image of M a re  given. By Theorem 1 there exists the partition pair (dk)a i .  .rrk) 
on the states d S of M. Machine Mr can be derived directly from M as a redaction 
of M. The states of of M, are the blocks of an output-consistent- partition pair  
in;,- on the states of s of M. Cmonical relations xi*! c(')*, (.rr;*)d' exist such 
that (r;*)-' %* maps the partition .rri into a nondisjsirit partition Ok; likevise, 
(r;:)-'C@)* maps the partition dk)into a nondisjoint partition C@ on the states of 
of M~ ( ~ 1
1"
. Because i(")= i, the relation 
(7s ( ~ ) ) A ( ~ )f s@lA(k)@(kl)-
under the aforementioned mappings goes into 
where the latter elements c ( ~ )and sck)are  those belonging to new sets C@ and Sd!d 
corresponding to the derived nondisjoint partitions C(k) and ret2pectively. There -
fore, in accordance with definition 35 there does exist a machine Mk which is a 
generalized dk)-image of q.This completes the proof of the theorem. 
A consideration of machines Dr and D1 provides a concrete illustration of the 
first half of the theorem. Corresponding to the sets S(') and C(') of D1, a general­
ized &)-image of machine B,, are the nondisjoint partitions 
e ; =  ( 8 =  ( 1 , 2 , 4 , 5 ) ,  9 =  ( 3 , 4 , 6 , 7 } }  and C @ ) =  {IO= ( 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 } ,  11={ 4 , 5 , 6 , 9 } } .  
The only state whose multiplicity is greater than 0 in either 0;  o r  C(') is state 4. 
In accordance with step (1)of the proof, state 4 is split such that 0; becomes 
7ri=( 8 =  ( 1 , 2 , 41, 5 } ,  9 =  { 3 , 42 , 6 , 7 } }  
Since 9 Ei 10 = 3 , 4 } ,  state 4 in 10 of C(') is replaced by 42 . Likewise, since 
8 63 11 = { 4 , 5  }, state 4 in 11 of C(') is replaced by 4'. Thus, C(') becomes 
C(')= (IO= { 1 , 2 , 3 , 42 }, 11- {41, 5 , 6 , 7 } }  
By step (3) of the proof, the next state implied by state 2 when the input (1,10) is applied 
is 4' since 
(10 f 7  8)A(r)(1) = 11,2 }A(r)(l) = {5,4' } -C 8 
Similarly, the next states implied by present states 6 and 41for inputs (1,11) and 
( 2 , I I )  , respectively, a r e  41 and 42 , respectively, since 
= } ­(11 n ~ ) A ( ~ J ( I )  (6 ,  7}A(r)(1) = 1 4 1 ~ 5c 8 
(I1 fl 8)ACr)(2) = {4', 5}A(')(2) = {42, 3 )  -C 9 
The next states implied by present states 3 and 42 must be the same because 
Let these next states be arbitrarily chosen to be 41 . With this choice, state 4 of 
machine Dr wil l  have been split precisely as it was in the illustration of definition 27. 
Hence, machine D of figure 1 3  is an implied state split version of D,. Furthermore, 
from the nondisjoint partitions 0 i  and C(') comes the partition pair 
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which implies the existence d an S@)-image of machine D whose flow table representa­
tion is like that of machine D1 of figure 14. The two representations differ only in that 
(2,10) is unspecified for machine D~ but is 
For an illustration of the second half af the theorem, machine D and its S")-image 
are considered. An examination of the flow table of machine D shown in fimre 13 
reveals in addition to (r l ,  r i )  the existence o� the output-consistent partition pair
(TE,  T;*)? where nE = { 1 , 2 , 3 , 4  = 141, 42 } :5,8,7] .  From (T;. rE>the reduction D, of 
machine D is directly derivable and is seen to have the representation given in fig­
ure 12. Additionally, 
on the states of of D,. The two thusly derived partitions define the nondisjoint 
42 
partition pair (e1 = C(') m d i ,  B i )  considered previously and shown to imply the existence 
of machine D1,a generalized S(')-image of D,. 
Theorem 5: 
Given a sequential machine M,, then there exists an S(k)-image Mk of a state 
split version M of Mr if and only if there exists a nondisjoint partition pair (ek, Sk) 
on the states of S(') of Mr such that 0k= dk)me& and such that when the states are 
split, the blocks of d k )  and 8' become the elements of the carry input set dk)to 
Mk and of the set of states s(kF of Mk, respectively. 
Proof: 
The proof follows immediately from Theorems 1 and 4. 
Theorem 5 shows that the nondisjoint partition pairs of a sequential machine convey 
vital information about its decomposition structure. Such information is of the type 
sought �or as a basis for the development of a systematic state splitting determination 
procedure. Included in the proof of Theorem 4 is a model of such a procedure. 
The fact that Theorem 5 is the state split generalization of Theorem 1furnishes 
some promise that the h d a m e n t a l  theorem, Theorem 3, also has a state split general­
ization. The following embodies the fulfillment of this promise: 
Theorem 6: 
The state behavior of a sequential machine Mr can be realized by a concurrently 
operating interconnection of j machines MI, M2, . . ., M.
J 
if and only if there exist 
nondisjointpartitionpairs (e1, e;) ,  (e2, e;), . . ., (e., e ! )  onthe states of of M,J J 
such that ejr;le;m . . . d e !  = 0, el = c(1)&ei, 02 = c(1)nie;, . . ., e. = c(8& e 7  
J J jy 
and furthermore the machines MI, M2,. . ., M.
J 
are S(I)-,s(')-, . . ., SQ)-images, 
respectively, of the same split version M of M,. 
Proof: 
With the use of definitions 31 and 34, the proof follows directly from Theorems 3, 
4, and 5. 
The next example shows the significance of the requirement in the theorem that the 
machines MI, M2, . . ., M- are S@)-, S(2)-, . . ., SQ)-images, respectively, ofthe
J 
same state split version M of M,. Previously, it was shown that an S(')-image of a 
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state split version of machine D, existed corresponding to the non&lsjoint partition 
( d l f ~ i d i ,61). With the aid of Theorem 5, it is found that atlditionally there exist S ­
@i)arid Si3)-images of state split versions of D, corresponding to (C(2)~ I G ~ :  and 
~ c ( ' ~ A o ~ ,~ $ 1 :respectively, where 
8: = d i l l  = {12 = { 1 , 3 : 4 , 6 ] >  1 3 =  {2,4,5,7)5 
B 
The nondisjoint partitions Gi? d i 2  and Q b  are such that 
Nevertheless, there exists no state split version D of machine Dr whose stake 
behavior is realized by a csncurrentIy operating interconnection of the aforementioned 
S(')-- d2)-,and S('j-images. The reason for this is made evident by deriving from 
(CQa&dHS �2;) a state split version of machine D,. The snty such state split version, 
which can be derived so that the transformation of the nondisjoint partition 8; = dl)to 
the partition T; is compatible with trznsforming C?) OD dr' of Dr to C"' on S 
of 0,is the machine represented in figure 15. This machine is not the same state split 
version of Dr derived previously and shown in figure 13. Moreover it is not the same 
as any member of the family of state split versions derivable from (C(1)me;, B i ) .  There­
fore Theorem 6 must indeed include a compatibility condition requiring in essence that 
all nondisjoint partition pairs concerned.imply a common state split version of the given 
machine. 
It is suggested that the interested reader illustrate t o  himself the further workings 
of Theorem 6 by deriving a concurrently operating interconnection of three machines 
realizing the state behavior of D, as follows: Replace the nondisjoint partition C(2 1 
already given in the example by d2)= O 3  such that C(2)m 0 i  = 0. Then by using 
Theorem 4proceed to  verify that now the three nondisjoint partition pairs do imply for 
machine Dr a common state split version D, shown in figure 13. During the verifica­
tion process, partition pairs (sl,si), (a2, ai), and (a3,aj) on the states of S of D 
such that ai - ai - a$ = 0 will have been derived. As a final  step, with the derived 
partition pairs apply Theorem 3, as illustrated in previous examples, to construct the 
machines D1, D2,and D3 of the required interconnection. 
Theorem 6 is of twofold importance. First, it is a fundamental statement of the 
generalized decomposition theory; as such Theorem 6 also represents the attainment of 
the primary objective of this report. Second, it provides a basis for an adequate state 
splitting determination procedure insofar as the design of machines from their decompo­
sitional properties is concerned. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The basic result of the research reported herein is the development of a generalized 
decomposition theory of finite sequential machines. 
It is hoped that the newly developed theory will lay the foundation for the successful 
completion of many other research projects. Such projects might, for instance, involve 
the following: 
1. The formulation of algorithms for the derivation of the ''best" decompositions 
of sequential machines under varying criteria 
2. The founding of similar algorithms for determining the best decomposition of a 
combination of two machines given one machine already realized (the realized 
machine might be a computer and the other , an addition to it) 
3. 	The establishment of criteria under which the specification of sequential machines 
can be changed to improve their decomposition structure 
4. 	The gaining of a more practical understanding of iterative arrays of logical 
circuits (ref. 11) 
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5. 	The development of methods for the synthesis of sequential maehines with given 
classes of modular building blocks (refs. 12 and 13) 
Lewis Research Center, 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 
Cleveland, Ohio, April 25, 1967, 
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